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Abstract—We realize an AlGaAs-on-sapphire platform through Al₂O₃-assisted direct wafer bonding and substrate removal processes. The direct wafer bonding process is optimized concerning the intermediate layer deposition and annealing temperature to obtain a high bonding strength between the AlGaAs and sapphire wafers. High-quality-factor (Q) microring resonators are fabricated using electron-beam lithography in which the charging effect is mitigated by applying a thin aluminum layer, and a smooth pattern sidewall definition is obtained using a multi-pass (exposure) process. We achieve an intrinsic Q of up to ~460,000, which is the highest Q for AlGaAs microring resonators. Taking advantage of such high Q resonators, we demonstrate an ultra-efficient nonlinear four-wave mixing process in this platform and obtain a conversion efficiency of -19.8 dB with continuous-wave (CW) pumping at a power level of 380 µW. We also investigate the thermal resonance shift of microring resonators with different substrate layouts and observe superior temperature stability for devices in the AlGaAs-on-sapphire platform. The realization of the AlGaAs-on-sapphire platform also opens new prospects for AlGaAs devices in nonlinear applications in the mid-infrared wavelength range.

Index Terms—Integrated optics, optics resonators, nonlinear optics, four-wave mixing.

I. INTRODUCTION

A LUMINUM gallium arsenide (AlₐGa₁₋ₐAs) is a promising candidate for integrated nonlinear photonics due to its high material nonlinearity and wide transparency wavelength range [1], [2]. High quality-factor (Q) microring resonators are essential components for enhancing the efficiency of nonlinear processes such as second-harmonic generation [3], four-wave mixing (FWM) [4], stimulated Raman scattering [5] and stimulated Brillouin scattering [6]. Since GaAs/AlGaAs microring resonators were first reported to improve FWM conversion efficiency [7], significant efforts have been made to realize low loss AlGaAs components [8], [9]. However, the performance of the demonstrated AlGaAs devices were limited due to relatively weak light confinement and challenging etching processes for conventional high aspect ratio AlGaAs waveguides [9]-[12]. To enhance the device nonlinearity and relax the deep etching requirement, a high-index-contrast AlGaAs-on-insulator (AlGaAsOI) waveguide platform was proposed and realized using recently developed fabrication processes [13], [14]. The high index contrast was accomplished by embedding a thin (250-400 nm) patterned layer of Al₂O₃ in a low-index material, SiO₂. Ultra-high effective nonlinearity was demonstrated for low-loss nano-waveguides in this platform. Since the bandgap of the AlₓGa₁₋ₓAs can be engineered by changing the aluminum composition (x) to avoid the nonlinear loss induced by the two-photon absorption in the telecom wavelength range, a variety of nonlinear applications such as frequency comb generation [14], [15], parametric wavelength conversion [16], [17], and supercontinuum generation [18] have been demonstrated in the AlGaAsOI platform. However, the low index oxide layer between the AlₓGa₁₋ₓAs and the carrier substrate has strong material absorption at wavelengths longer than 2.5 µm [19], which prohibits extending the operation wavelength range for the nonlinear AlGaAsOI platform into the mid-infrared (MIR) range. The MIR wavelength region (2-20 µm) is of great interest for various spectroscopy applications [20] as the characteristic rovibrational transition of most light molecules lie in this spectral range. Sapphire can be used as a substrate material to extend the operation wavelength range of AlGaAs devices to 6 µm, in a similar way as it has been used in the silicon-on-sapphire platform [21]-[23] where a thin silicon layer was epitaxially grown on a sapphire substrate. However, a high-quality AlGaAs layer cannot be grown on a sapphire substrate due to the lattice mismatch. Therefore, a wafer bonding process is required to realize an AlGaAs-on-sapphire (AlGaAsOS) wafer. Besides, sapphire offers a high thermal conductivity (25-50 Wm⁻¹K⁻¹, depending on its crystal plane), which is an order of magnitude larger than that of silica. Therefore, compared with AlGaAsOI devices, AlGaAsOS devices are expected to offer improved temperature stability. In this paper, we realize AlGaAsOS wafers using an Al₂O₃-assisted direct wafer bonding (DWB) process [24]. We optimize the device patterning process especially for this platform and achieve a high Q of nearly half a million for a microring resonator in which we demonstrate a highly-efficient FWM process. Moreover, we present an ~80% reduction of thermally-induced resonance shift for AlGaAsOS resonators compared with the AlGaAsOI devices.

II. FABRICATION

An AlₓGa₁₋ₓAs layer and a dual-etch stop layer consisting of two InGaP layers with a GaAs layer in between were epitaxially grown on a GaAs substrate in a low-pressure metal-organic vapor-phase epitaxial (MOVPE) reactor [13]. An aluminum composition (x) of 12% was used for the experimental data below. The AlₓGa₁₋ₓAs and sapphire (c-plane)
Wafers were bonded by a DWB process. Wafer cleanliness and surface roughness are two critical elements for DWB as small particles or rough surfaces result in delamination of bonded wafers. Therefore, RCA cleaning and careful wafer handling are necessary for a successful DWB. The measured root mean square (RMS) surface roughness for the AlGaAs and sapphire wafers are 0.21 nm and 0.15 nm, respectively, which are small enough (<0.5 nm) for the DWB process [25].

High-quality wafer bonding also depends on the density of -OH groups at the bonding surfaces, especially for spontaneous bonding processes at room temperature. A commonly used intermediate layer material SiO2 typically has a density of -OH groups of 4 OH/11m2 at its surface [26] while a much higher density (18 OH/11m2) can be expected for Al2O3 surfaces [27]. Therefore, Al2O3 was used as the intermediate layer material for our DWB process. We deposited a 3-nm thick Al2O3 layer on both AlGaAs and sapphire wafers using atomic layer deposition (ALD) at 250°C. The deposition temperature was optimized to avoid Al-O-Al bond formation that consumes -OH groups at the deposition surfaces. A high density of -OH groups can be formed at Al2O3 surfaces, which makes the surfaces highly hydrophilic enabling easy spontaneous bonding based on van der Waals forces and hydrogen bonds [28] as shown in Fig. 1(a). The spontaneous bonding was done immediately after ALD to avoid any loss of the generated -OH groups.

The bonded wafer was annealed with a 4-kN force applied for 30 minutes to increase the bonding strength by creating strong Al-O-Al bonds as shown in Fig. 1(a). The annealing temperature and the intermediate Al2O3 layer thickness are critical parameters for the DWB process. High-temperature annealing is commonly used to increase the density of Al-O-Al bonds. However, more H2O will be formed at the bonding interface, which may result in micro voids if there is no out-gassing channel for H2O [29]. For instance, micro void generation was observed after annealing at 450°C. A too high annealing temperature may also lead to wafer bowing or cracking because of the large thermal expansion coefficient difference (23%) between AlxGa1-xAs and sapphire (c-plane) materials. Void-free bonding can be achieved with annealing at 300°C. The H2O generated during the Al-O-Al bond formation can be consumed in a finite oxidation process at the AlxGa1-xAs surface, which also consumes a few nanometers of AlxGa1-xAs [30]. It is also essential to use a very thin intermediate layer since a too thick (e.g., 35 nm) intermediate Al2O3 layer may prohibit such an oxidation process and induce micro voids during the annealing process since the generated H2O cannot escape from the bonding interface [29].

We measured the bonding strength of the bonded wafer by using the razor blade crack length test [31] and obtained a bonding strength of 1000 mJ/m2, which is much higher than that of a similar Al2O3-assisted DWB for an InGaAsP – SiO2 bonding interface (600 mJ/m2) [32]. Such a low-temperature Al2O3-assisted DWB process can also be applied to larger wafers. Our bonding tests for 4-inch silicon wafers also show a high bonding yield.

The last process step to fabricate an AlGaAsOS wafer is substrate removal with chemical etching [13]. It is worth noting that a dual-etch stop layer is essential to obtain a smooth AlGaAs surface during the chemical etching process. To get uniform chemical etching, we removed the unwanted thin Al2O3 film deposited on the backside of the AlxGa1-xAs wafer during the ALD process through chlorine-based dry etching. Figure 1(b) shows a fabricated AlGaAsOS wafer which is ready for device fabrication.

The device fabrication on the AlGaAsOS wafer starts with pattern definition by electron beam lithography (EBL) in hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ), a high resolution resist that was spun on an AlGaAsOS wafer where a 300-nm thick AlxGa1-xAs layer resides on a 430-ȝm thick sapphire substrate. EBL was performed using a JEOL system (JBX-9500FS) at 100-keV. Compared with the AlGaAsOI wafer where the insulating SiO2 layer is only 3-ȝm thick and sandwiched by semiconductor materials, the AlGaAsOS wafer suffers more from charging effects in the standard EBL process [33] as the whole substrate is insulating and the projected electrons cannot be dissipated efficiently. In the standard EBL process, device patterns are pre-fractured by a pattern generator software into segments and then defined in HSQ by electron-beam exposing different segments one by one. The accumulated charges in the exposed segments will deflect the electron beam when exposing the adjacent segments, which results in pattern dislocation as observed for a microring pattern defined in HSQ as shown in Fig. 2(a) (denoted by arrows). A multi-pass (exposure) process has been reported to be an efficient method to reduce charging-induced segment stitching errors in the AlGaAsOI platform [13]. However, applying the multi-pass process in the AlGaAsOS platform results in an even worse pattern definition than Fig. 2(a) due to a large
misalignment between consecutive passes (exposures). The misalignment indicates that excessive charge was accumulated in the sapphire layer and difficult to dissipate.

To mitigate the charging effect, a 20-nm thick aluminum layer was deposited on top of the electron-beam resist (HSQ) layer by thermal evaporation before the EBL process. As a light metal, aluminum is almost transparent to a high-voltage electron beam, but it can be used as an effective screen of electric fields, shielding the exposing electron beam from the charges accumulated in the sapphire substrate during an EBL process [34]. In this way, a microring pattern can be well defined without any discontinuity as shown in Fig. 2(b).

The HSQ pattern was then transferred to the AlGaAs layer using a boron trichloride (BCl$_3$)-based dry etching process in an inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) machine [13]. Although the aluminum layer was used during the standard EBL process, stripe-like roughness was observed at pattern sidewalls as shown in Fig. 3(a). This is due to the imperfect electron-beam shot arrangement from the pre-fracturing and the deflection noise during the EBL process. The electron-beam shot arrangement at the edge region between the pre-fractured segments is normally not as uniform as at other patterning regions which may result in small stitching imperfections at the pattern boundary. Therefore, an averaging technique such as the multi-pass (exposure) process [13] is highly desired. Only after using the multi-pass exposure technique with the aluminum layer could a significant improvement concerning the sidewall roughness be obtained, as shown in Fig. 3(b). All the process settings and parameters are described in [13].

III. LINEAR CHARACTERIZATION

In the EBL process, the different fracturing for straight and curved patterns results in different waveguide loss performance according to the electron-beam shot arrangements at the waveguide edges. To investigate the influence of the multi-pass process on patterning straight and curved waveguides, we characterized microring and racetrack resonators as shown in Fig. 4(a). Figure 4(b) and 4(c) show SEM pictures of a fabricated 17-µm radius microring resonator and its coupling region with a 300 nm bus-to-ring gap, respectively. The waveguide widths for the resonator and the bus are 610 nm and 440 nm, respectively. The devices were cladded with silica to avoid any particle contamination because ambient particles may deposit on the waveguide surfaces and become scattering sources or local heating sources (under high power operation), which results in degradation of device performance. It should be noted that the silica cladding should be avoided to ensure a fully accessible transparency window of AlGaAs-on-sapphire platform, especially for nonlinear applications in the MIR region. Finally, the sample was cleaved to form the input and output facets, where bus waveguides are tapered to large dimension to facilitate chip-to-fiber coupling for characterization. Microring resonators with different bus-to-ring coupling gaps have been characterized to determine the correlation between the coupling condition and coupling gaps. Figure 5 shows the normalized transmission spectra of 17-µm radius microring resonators (Fig. 5(a,b,c)) and 810-µm long racetrack resonators (Fig. 5(d,e,f)), which all operated in under-coupled conditions. The free spectral ranges (FSRs) of the microring and racetrack resonators are 727 GHz and 99 GHz, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5(a,d) where only one mode family is observed for both resonators. We fabricated the aforementioned microresonators using different EBL processes (the standard single-pass process for Fig. 5(b,e) and the multi-pass process for Fig. 5(c,f)). The solid lines show Lorentzian fitting of those resonances. The intrinsic quality factor ($Q_{int}$) is calculated using the equation $Q_{int} = 2Q_{load}/(1 + \sqrt{Q_{load}})$ for under-coupled devices [35], where $Q_{load}$ is the measured loaded quality factor and $T_0$ is the fraction of transmitted optical power at the resonance wavelength. To extract $Q_{int}$, we characterized five devices for each fabrication condition. The estimated intrinsic $Q$s for microring resonators fabricated with the single-pass and multi-pass EBL processes are $(1.3 \pm 0.28) \times 10^5$ and $(2.4 \pm 0.25) \times 10^5$, respectively, which indicates that the linear loss of a curved waveguide was improved significantly from 4.8 dB/cm to 2.7 dB/cm. The multi-pass process ensured a much smoother definition of the waveguide parts. Their intrinsic $Q$s are highly dependent on the linear loss of the straight waveguides. Figure 5(c) and 5(f) show that the multi-pass process also leads to an improvement of $Q$ by approximately a factor of two. The estimated intrinsic $Q$s for the racetrack resonators fabricated with single-
pass and multi-pass EBL process are \((2.4 \pm 0.25) \times 10^5\) and \((4.6 \pm 0.21) \times 10^5\), respectively, which indicates that the linear loss of the straight waveguide was improved from 2.4 dB/cm to 1.2 dB/cm by using the multi-pass process. Therefore, using the multi-pass process is an effective way to improve performance for both straight and curved waveguides for the AlGaAsOS platform when an electrical-field shield layer is applied. As shown in Fig. 5(f), we achieved an intrinsic \(Q\) of \(4.6 \times 10^5\) for a 99-GHz-FSR device, which is the highest reported \(Q\) for AlGaAs microring resonators.

**IV. Nonlinear characterization**

Benefitting from the high \(Qs\), ultra-efficient nonlinear processes can be expected in AlGaAsOS microring resonators. We performed FWM experiments in the setup shown in Fig. 6(a). Continuous-wave (CW) signal and pump waves were generated through tunable external-cavity lasers (ECLs) and combined using a 3-dB coupler. The pump wave was amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) to compensate the fiber-to-chip coupling losses (10 dB/facet) and subsequently filtered by a 1-nm optical band-pass filter (BPF). Both signal and pump waves were aligned with polarization controllers (PCs) to the TE polarization of the AlGaAsOS waveguide. Tapered fibers were used to couple light into and out of the chip, and the output spectrum was recorded by an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). The 810-µm long racetrack resonator under test operated in slightly under-coupled condition with a loaded \(Q\) of around 213,000 (the resonance linewidth is shown in Fig. 6(b)). Figure 6(c) shows the output spectra from the resonator when the pump and signal waves are both off-resonance (grey line) and on-resonance with (red line) and without (green curve) the signal wave. We achieved an overall conversion efficiency (CE), defined by the ratio between the output idler power and input signal power in the bus waveguide of -19.8 dB with only 380 µW of pump power. Figure 6(d) shows the measured CE as a function of coupled pump power in the bus waveguide. Compared with the result reported for conventional AlGaAs microring resonators [12], the achieved maximum CE is more than two orders of magnitude higher at a pump power level which is more than one order of magnitude lower. This ultra-high efficient nonlinear process is enabled by a combination of strong light confinement from the high-index-contrast waveguide layout and well-developed device fabrication processes.

**V. Thermal characterization**

In high \(Q\) resonators, a small perturbation of the input power may result in a relatively large intracavity power change and thus a significant resonance shift, especially for devices made using a material with a large thermo-optic coefficient (TOC) such as AlGaAs \((2.4 \times 10^{-4} \text{K}^{-1})\) [36]. As temperature stable resonators are highly desirable for nonlinear applications such as Kerr comb generation, we investigate how the thermal properties of AlGaAs devices are influenced by their substrates. We compare the thermally-induced resonance shifts in 17-µm radius microring resonators in AlGaAsOI and AlGaAsOS platforms. The chosen AlGaAsOI and AlGaAsOS devices have the identical design in regards to the waveguide cross-sectional dimension \((610 \text{ nm} \times 300 \text{ nm})\) and the coupling gap \((225 \text{ nm})\).

Figure 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) show the measured normalized transmission with different input power for the microring resonators made using AlGaAsOI and AlGaAsOS platforms, respectively. Triangular optical resonance profiles are observed due to power-induced thermal shift during the measurement when scanning the laser from short to long wavelengths. With an injected power of about 4 mW, the resonance shift is around 0.94 nm for the AlGaAsOI device but only 0.22 nm for the AlGaAsOS device. Both samples are fabricated with
the same parameter settings for all the processes from crystal growth to dry-etching to ensure the same surface properties (e.g. absorption and scattering). Therefore, the reduced thermally-induced resonance shift for the AlGaAsOS device is mainly attributed to the high thermal conductivity of the sapphire substrate given that the intracavity power is the same for both devices. We measured the thermally-induced resonance shift of three microring resonators for each platform. All those resonators have the same aforementioned design parameters, similar intrinsic $Q_s$ (~220,000) and similar coupling conditions.

Figure 7(c) shows the power buildup factor as a function of the coupling coefficient, and the data points correspond to the devices used in the comparison. The power buildup factor is defined as the ratio between intracavity power and power in the bus waveguide. At the resonance wavelength, the power buildup factor can be estimated by $\kappa^2/(1 - \alpha \tau)^2$ [7], where $\alpha$, $\kappa$ and $\tau$ are the round trip amplitude transmission, the coupling coefficient and the transmission coefficient, respectively. Here $\kappa^2$ and $\tau^2$ are the power splitting ratios of the bus-to-ring coupler. They are assumed to satisfy $\kappa^2 + \tau^2 = 1$ and can be calculated using the equation $T_0 = (\alpha - \tau)^2/(1 - \alpha \tau)^2$ [37] provided that the transmission at the resonance wavelength $T_0$ is extracted from a measurement. Our AlGaAsOI sample has a slightly higher aluminum composition (17%) than our AlGaAsOS sample. We performed the thermal resonance shift experiment at a relatively low power level to avoid any nonlinear absorption-induced thermal effect. As shown in Fig. 7(d), the measured resonance shift scales linearly with the coupled power. The linear fitting of the measured data shows an 80% reduction of thermally-induced resonance shift for devices with a sapphire substrate, indicating that the sapphire substrate is very efficient for thermal dissipation.

Since an improved thermal conductivity for microresonators is critical for accessing soliton states (especially the single soliton state) for Kerr comb generation [38], the demonstrated AlGaAsOS platform is promising in comb applications. Further improvement of temperature stability for this platform could be achieved by replacing the top cladding material SiO$_2$ with a high thermal conductivity material such as Al$_2$O$_3$ or a material with negative TOC such as TiO$_2$.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have realized a new integrated AlGaAsOS platform using direct wafer bonding and substrate removal processes. The patterning fabrication process has been optimized for this platform, where we have obtained an intrinsic $Q$ of 4.6 × 10$^5$ for a 810-µm long racetrack resonator. We have also achieved a FWM conversion efficiency of -19.8 dB with only 380 µW CW pump power. Thanks to the high thermal conductivity of sapphire, a significant improvement of temperature stability has been obtained for the AlGaAsOS microring resonators compared with the AlGaAsOI counterparts, which is potentially beneficial to applications such as frequency comb generation [38], wavelength division multiplexing [39], and high speed modulation [40]. Moreover, the realization of the AlGaAsOS platform also opens new possibilities for nonlinear $\chi^{(2)}$ and $\chi^{(3)}$ AlGaAs devices for MIR applications.
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Fig. 7. Measured (normalized) transmission spectra showing resonance shift at different input power levels for 17-µm radius microring resonators with similar Qs and coupling conditions for each platform.
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